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Update to SMU’s Response to COVID-19

W

e continue to monitor the potential impacts of the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) on the services we provide to the
community. The safety and well-being of our employees and
the community is important to us.
Our payment window is open during the day except over
lunch from 11:30am-12:30pm. If you need to stop in to a make
a payment, please look for signage starting in the parking lot
regarding social distancing.
If customers have questions on how to pay a bill, need
assistance with setting up a payment arrangement or budget
billing to help with monthly budgeting, contact our customer
service center by phone at 712-580-5800.

• New Water Tower
Update
• Use Water Wisely

The Importance of Updating
Contact Information

I

t is important to make sure we at SMU have your updated contact
information. In the event we need to contact you regarding a
disruption of utilities to your service address, we’d like to be able to
contact you ahead of time if possible depending on the situation.
In emergency situations we aren’t always able to make contact
ahead of time.
Please call our office at 712-580-5800 at your earliest convenience to
update your contact information including home and mobile numbers and email addresses.
Our customer service center is available Monday-Friday between 8:00am and 5:00pm.

811 Day

A

ugust 11th is a day we like to recognize each year to help raise awareness for contacting
Iowa One Call before digging. Any type of project that involves digging requires contacting
Iowa One Call-this applies to both residential and commercial projects. It is free and it’s the
law. There are three easy ways to contact them: simply dial 811, dial 1-800-292-8989 or file an
electronic ticket at iowaonecall.com.
With COVID-19, our celebration looked a little different this year as we said thanks to some crews
in our community for calling or clicking before digging.

New Water Tower Update

Y

ou may have noticed an update to the skyline of Spencer. Our new water tower
in south Spencer is in the finishing phases of construction and the next step
will be painting the tower.
The original tower experienced structural damage from ice during the 2017-2018
winter and the tower has not been in use since the damage was noticed. We are
thankful the new water treatment facility is in place and fully operational so we
have been able to meet customer demands during this time.
We anticipate some customers in south Spencer may be affected during
construction and we’ll be in touch with those customers ahead of time.
Once construction of the new tower is complete and operational, the existing
tower will come down. Continue to watch the Spencer skyline!

Use Water Wisely

W

ith the lack of rainfall this year, lawns aren’t looking as green
and plush as they were this spring. Outside watering can help
keep lawns looking nice during the stress of summer. Here are some
tips to help do it efficiently:

Don’t: water during the middle of the day. Watering when the sun
is high in the sky speeds evaporation, and much of the water
you’re paying to put on your lawn actually ends up evaporating
before it reaches the roots of the plant.

Do: water your lawn and plants during the early morning when the
sun is low in the sky.

Don’t: overwater your lawn. Overwatering leads to shallow roots
that make your lawn more susceptible to weed growth and
disease.

Do: use a sprinkler gauge to measure how much water you are
putting on your lawn. A healthy lawn needs about 1 to 1.5 inches
of moisture each week (rain and irrigation combined).
Do: water your lawn as efficiently as possible.

Don’t: mow your lawn too short. This puts the grass under more
stress and leads to greater loss of soil moisture.
Don’t: water your sidewalks, driveways, or the street. Adjust your
sprinkler settings to maximize the amount of water going where
you want it.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Have you changed any of your contact information in the last year? If so,
please call SMU at 580.5800 during normal business hours Monday-Friday
from 8am to 5pm to make sure we have the correct information associated
with your account.
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